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Best Start: PARENT POWER TIPS

HEALTHY REMINDERS TO BE A SUPERHERO FOR YOUR ELEMENTARY AGED CHILD-

COMPREHENSION DIALOGUE

● Recognize what your child has done well and explain why it was well done.  All children feel

happy when adults show their appreciation and value what they do or attempt to do.

Elementary school/aged children are learning every single day and will positively need guidance

and direction.

● Be positive – our positive emotional communications with our children give them the

confidence to interact with others in their lives – at school, in their communities, in relationships

and beyond.

● Promote  empathy in your elementary aged child by:

- Providing clear rules and principles

- Using emotional conviction on the part of the adult – explanations ought not to be delivered

in a calm and cool manner.  On the contrary, with the intensity of feeling, firmly, forcefully-

according to research, this will, as a result, produce children with high rates of altruism.

- Attributing pro-social qualities to the child. (‘you were helpful’ or ‘that was generous of you’

or ‘it was kind of you’) Children internalize attributions and accordingly live up to their

reputation.

- Modeling by adults – Demonstrating altruistic behavior to children encourages them to do

the same.

- Empathic caregiving to a child  – The existence of a warm and responsive relationship

between adult and child; a loving, accepting manner towards children produces children

with high rates of prosocial behavior.

● Discuss experiences and ask questions –Always infuse emotions into the child’s experiences, ask

questions, ask your elementary aged child to describe things in their world.  Help your child

name and describe situations.  Help your child give meaning to their environment as they learn.

Always show interest in their world.

● Help your child learn using their imagination –Promote art, plays, songs, pictures, telling stories

comparing and analyzing situations using creative imagination.

● Breathe AND STOP….Elementary aged children express themselves and will be looking for

guidance and attention.  Frustration may set in.  Remember the following:

S TEP BACK AND TAKE A DEEP BREATH

T HINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK OR ACT

O BSERVE THE SITUATION AND ASK QUESTIONS TO UNDERSTAND

P UT YOURSELF IN THE CHILD’S SHOES




